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Manufacturing enterprises have been increasingly technology-driven during recent dec-
ades. Industry 4.0 promotes smart manufacturing and intelligent systems which can seam-
lessly communicate with each other and enable decentralized decision-making by moni-
toring the factory-floor process. This calls for the Information Communication Technol-
ogies (ICT) infrastructure to be effectively incorporated with the industries. Industry 4.0 
presents the concept of “smart factory” in which Cyber-Physical-Systems (CPS) fuses the 
physical systems with the Internet of Things (IoT), enabling higher levels of interopera-
bility and Information transparency.  
However, manufacturing enterprises in the recent past have characterized their efficiency 
by how prominently and adequately they adopt and utilize their IT solutions and how 
feasible those solutions are to integrate with their legacy systems. Enterprise Integration, 
in particular, has become more challenging owing to the highly dynamic manufacturing 
environment. System integration has become an indispensable field to be addressed , es-
pecially when the industry adopts connected enterprise paradigm. Connected enterprise 
systems enable industries to leverage their technologies to collect, analyze and refine their 
data to help them make better business decisions. 
In a recent trend, IT systems in manufacturing are majorly driven towards the cloud and 
collaborative solutions as a result of the exponential growth of internet technologies and 
their ability to adapt to rapid changes in the market. Collaborative frameworks are widely 
preferred by the enterprises as they enable better communication, increases productivity 
and improve business execution. They are critical for a business to function with agility 
in this fast pacing and changing world. One such platform is provided by the Cloud Col-
laborative Manufacturing Networks (C2NET) project that optimizes the supply network 
of manufacturing and logistics assets. 
This thesis research proposes an approach to integrate heterogeneous legacy systems by 
showcasing an implementation which favors robust data collection. This implementation 
is made possible by adopting Production Logistics and Sustainability Cockpit 
(PLANTCockpit) Open Source solution, which functions as a viable interface for real-
time data collection and data-logistics thus enhancing the process optimization of the 
manufacturing enterprise. PLANTCockpit OS is a modular solution which enables to 
build and deploy flexible loosely coupled entities known as Function Blocks (FBs) that 
facilitate seamless legacy system integration and robust information exchange between 
the systems. This thesis also fulfills the C2NET project requirement to define the possi-
bility of effective integration of PLANTCockpit OS in the C2NET reference architecture. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This section focuses on providing the motivation, background and the purpose of this 
thesis. Also, this section introduces the problem definition and the problem statement 
addressed in this thesis.  This section justifies the work done which answers the question 
as to why this topic/work is essential. Finally, Section 1 concludes by providing a brief 
introduction to the forthcoming sections in this thesis. 
1.1 Background and Motivation for the work 
Manufacturing engineering came into existence with the modernization and transfor-
mations of socio-economic standards during the 18-19th century. This is broadly 
characterized as the first industrial revolution [1] which first originated in Britain that 
later widely spread to rest of the world over the course of time. Manufacturing industries 
as a whole, contribute a significant proportion to a country’s economy. These industries 
employ a wide range of technologies and process management methodologies [2]. The 
manufacturing industries in the European union incorporates a broad scope of methods 
and production approaches, ranging from small and medium scale enterprises (SME) to 
large enterprises including the companies that manufacture raw materials that also com-
prised of commodities or components. 
Manufacturing is a crucial entity that determines a country’s Gross domestic product 
(GDP). In 2014, around 9% of all the industries in the 28 states in the EU are characterized 
under manufacturing sector [3]. With a total of 2.1 million enterprises, manufacturing 
sector contributes to 22.1% of employment workforce and is forecasted to boost for the 
foreseeable future. Among the diverse subsectors of manufacturing, the most significant 
subsector in the EU regarding value added and employment in the manufacturing enter-
prise of machinery and equipment [4]. This is possible by EU’s flagship initiative Horizon 
2020 [5], which tackles Research & Innovation and drives the economic growth in the 
global market and is considered as EU’s blueprint for making them vital players in man-
ufacturing smart and sustainable systems. 
The industrial revolution has seen enormous advancements/modernization over the past 
two centuries since its inception. Based on the manufacturing statistics exhibited in [6], 
The European union’s rising trend in the industrial production and manufacturing sector 
has completely recovered from its steep downfall from the economic crisis of 2008 [6]. 
We are at present in the 4th Industrial revolution [7], which is popularized and 
characterized as Industry 4.0 and is the generation of smart manufacturing [8], which 
primarily involves making the machines interact with each other over the network. This 
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dynamic approach can be made possible by centralizing the operational data and incor-
porating the process data into the physical systems to make them as a single entity. This 
prominent approach is closely associated with Information and Communication Technol-
ogy (ICT), along with Internet of Things (IoT) systems, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) 
and Enterprise Integration (EI) [9]. Industry 4.0 aspires to meet the agile and dynamic 
requirements of the manufacturing industry and to reach a greater level of operational 
efficiency and productivity. The prospective of manufacturing industries relies on inte-
grating the physical systems with the information technology infrastructure, favoring data 
analytics. The contribution of data analytics is seen throughout the product lifecycle 
which enhances the optimization of the process. Continuous data collection methods from 
a variety of sources and then integrating them to the systems in the manufacturing indus-
try in real-time has begun to gain popularity in the recent past. One such type of data 
acquired by making a connection between the legacy systems through continuous data 
collection methods can also be proved useful to optimize production planning [10]. 
The Master of Sciences Thesis supports the research activities of Tampere University of 
Technology, precisely at the Factory Automation and Systems Technology Laboratory 
(FAST-Lab). Some of the research activities of the FAST-Lab are strongly connected 
with the industry through a series of projects funded by the European Commission. With 
the increase in industrial revolution and modernization, every industry needs to collect 
and process data from the manufacturing systems, to enhance production efficiency and 
managing product quality. This thesis work can be considered as an extension of [11].  
The primary purpose of collecting data is to feed the received data to other systems, usu-
ally for optimizing the system as a whole. Data collection is done in numerous stages of 
business process, the data collected should be consistent and standardized which ensures 
that the data is accessible all through the industry. The consolidated and comprehensive 
framework which defines the complete data collection methodology and enables opti-
mized data acquisition can be termed as Data Collection Framework. 
For a business to continually improve in the market, the business levels of production and 
process of that enterprise must be integrated. Integration leads to reduce costs and in-
crease flexibility, finally ending up with on-time delivery and improvement in quality. 
One of the primary limitations in the industry is absence of seamless integration of infor-
mation flow between Vertical and Horizontal levels of the industry. Vertical integration 
denotes integration of information flow right from low-level applications towards high-
level applications and vice versa along the vertical direction in the manufacturing industry 
hierarchy [12]. 
1.2 Problem Definition 
Nowadays, manufacturing industries demands modern advancements to minimize the 
complexity in deploying the enterprise systems. However, the majority of the small and 
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medium scale (SME) industries due to their limited resources, do not have access to pro-
cure cutting-edge manufacturing systems and tools and hence cannot afford to establish 
enterprise system integration. 
Manufacturing industries contribute enormously to the growth of an economy and possess 
a vast potential to improve the domestic Research and Development (R&D) [13]. This 
being said, manufacturing industries face an increasing number of complications in re-
sponding and adapting to rapid changes in the market, keeping up with the requirements 
of the client and consumers and rising labor costs [14]. 
This expanding complexity in the manufacturing processes continually demands for de-
velopment of more robust, efficient, and flexible systems that facilitate seamless enter-
prise integration. In the manufacturing industry, an extensive amount of data is generated 
from various data sources ranging from paper, excel sheets to sensors, IoT devices, and 
machines, etc. This data-driven manufacturing approach leads to empower next 
generation of manufacturing solutions and strengthen production decision-making 
process [15]. 
A significant process in manufacturing industries relies on collecting the shop floor data 
from contemporary Supervisory Control systems and various data sources. These data are 
then processed in the Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) and the resulting business 
process is handled in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). However, more often, these 
crucial data are manually fed to these systems. To eradicate the possible shortcomings 
(untimeliness, inaccuracy, and bias, etc.) of data collection, continuous and automated 
data collection systems are vital to managing information flow throughout the enterprise 
efficiently. 
1.2.1 Problem statement 
Owing to the rise in technologies, seamless enterprise integration, data collection and data 
logistics are vital. By employing flexible enterprise integration systems, the manufactur-
ing industries can not only reduce costs but at the same time improve and enhance their 
efficiency and productivity. The objective above can be attained by answering the below 
questions: 
 How to effectively utilize PLANTCockpit OS solution to build FB Adapters 
which act as an interface to enterprise systems? 
 How to deploy and initiate an interconnected network of entities (FBs) which 
facilitate data collection? 
 How does the solution permit efficient Data collection with heterogeneous 
legacy systems? 
 How does the framework as a whole, facilitate seamless Enterprise Integra-
tion? 
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1.3 Work description 
1.3.1 Research Objectives 
The objective of this research is listed as follows:  
• To present a FunctionBlock (FB) approach which empowers robust data 
collection and data logistics by employing PLANTCockpit OS solution. FBs are 
loosely coupled entities with execution algorithms encapsulated in them.  
• To evaluate the essential characteristics of the enterprise systems and the defining 
the requirements for the development of the needed interfaces (FB Adapters) for 
PLANTCockpit platform. 
• To fully define, develop, and deploy the needed Function Blocks and Adapters 
from the conceptual and technical point of view and tested in real scenarios. 
• To deploy a network of FBs using PLANTCockpit OS platform within a distrib-
uted environment. An integral part of this research is the implementation carried 
out by demonstrating the solution in an industrial use case scenario. 
• To validate the individual components deployed in the use case scenario. The 
PLANTCockpit OS platform will integrate the information collected from a net-
work of interconnected industrial systems, and this task will require the validation 
of individual component’s lifecycle and their results. 
1.3.2 Research Methodology 
The research was proceeded after a structured review of different open source and com-
mercial data collection frameworks for “easy” integration of data sources in the industrial 
domain as well as a study of the most common information systems in factories (e.g., 
ERPs, MES, SCADA). An analysis of the results from the data collection solution imple-
mented is reported, as well as a study with the open source integration tool for data col-
lection (PLANTCockpit-OS) was made to examine as to how the solution can be used to 
prove this research and how efficient would the integration of it into the cloud platform 
would perform.  
Also, a personal evaluation of the different industrial systems from a set of C2NET in-
dustrial pilots will was made. This investigation paved way for defining the primary in-
terfaces that must be developed for the data collection solution using the PLANTCockpit-
OS. This solution can be considered as a proof of concept which would permit 
PLANTCockpit OS later to be integrated with the C2NET platform, which has as the 
primary target to support the optimization in data collection of manufacturing and logis-
tics assets. 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 
The thesis document is classified into 6 Sections. The Section 2 presents some theoretical 
knowledge about manufacturing systems available, techniques and methodologies de-
ployed in factory automation. This section also mentions some literature review of data 
collection and data collection framework related techniques implemented in the manu-
facturing industries. 
Section 3 illustrates some insights on the approach used to support the implementation of 
this approach. It provides a broader perspective of how the data collection methodology 
utilizing the Function block technique is approached. Section 3 presents the overview of 
the tools, techniques, and technologies that were utilized to implement the approach.  
Section 4 presents the proposed solution for Legacy systems integration and data collec-
tion using Function blocks and provides a detailed description of how they work. This 
section also tends to offer the in-depth view of the implementation of Function blocks 
along with their business logic. The vital scope of this section is the implementation of 
the use case as discussed in the previous chapter and providing a detailed analysis of the 
implementation and describing the effectiveness if this use case. 
Section 5 exhibits the use case implementation results. It describes the output obtained 
from the individual function blocks and also the output from the consolidated use case as 
a whole. This section highlights the flexibility of Function blocks and to prove its simple 
and effective. 
Section 6 addresses the problem statements that was solved which were made possible 
with the proposed solution and highlighted the benefits of using Function block adapters. 
This section also provides suggestions and guidelines for improvements to be made to the 
future to implement them in a broader perspective. 
1.5 Research Limitations 
Despite the fact that the objective of this research has attained, there are few assumptions 
and limitations: 
➢ Although this thesis concentrates on implementing a solution which facili-
tates flexible Enterprise Integration, it does not take into consideration the 
security of the consolidated framework. Consideration of security aspects 
was not the focus of this thesis research. 
➢ Even though the Function blocks designed and implemented are robust, for 
the thesis, only four different type of function blocks are designed and im-
plemented to prove the use case.  
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➢ Industries in reality, employ a wide range of data sources, but only REST, 
Excel and SQL data sources are focused in this research. FB Adapters act 
as an interface to these data sources to collect and transport the data. 
➢ Also, the data formats in these function blocks are restricted to XML and 
JSON as it is sufficient to serve the purpose of proving the use case/solu-
tion. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
This section introduces some theoretical knowledge on the Manufacturing systems.  This 
section also tends to explain the standards that contribute to Enterprise system integration. 
This section also sheds some light on systems that employ data collection, along with 
terminologies that facilitate robust distributed industrial automation. The integral part of 
this section would give an overview of the framework which is extensively used for sys-
tem integration. 
2.1 Manufacturing systems 
Modern technological advancements have benefited the manufactures by providing 
productivity, improvised asset utilization and enhanced decision-making. This evolution 
is driven by the competence of integrating the information technology systems with busi-
ness process systems, enabling enterprises to leverage their shop floor data. 
In a critical financial circumstance, manufacturing industries need to adjust to economic 
situations and settle on choices that enhance revenue for the organization. According to 
[16], the author states that in countries that have a thriving economy, it is crucial to in-
crease the productivity to compete with the demand. Likewise, in countries that are low 
in the economy, it is vital to decrease costs and meet the demand. To obtain this 
information, industries implement various real-time data acquisition solutions such as 
Operational intelligence (OI) systems, Factory Information Systems (FIS), Manufactur-
ing Execution Systems and Manufacturing Operations Management systems (MES & 
MOMs). 
Operational intelligence solutions provide real-time information from across IT systems 
and technology infrastructure which facilitates efficient decision making [17]. More com-
plex manufacturing operations (multisite or multi-plant operations for instance) require 
operational intelligence solutions that enable them to manage the complexities of the fac-
tories. 
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) [18] is a comprehensive framework that pro-
vides complete process transparency between business process and the factory-floor. 
MES is a state-of-the-art tool that takes process monitoring to a whole new level and 
optimizes the production output. MES architecture can be used for autonomous data col-
lection and information flow across all the layers of the enterprise [19]. MES, due to its 
high-quality product traceability, can be seamlessly incorporated to work with enterprise 
ERP systems as well. MES can be applied in situations where it becomes necessary for 
events to be triggered by specific predetermined actions. MES solutions are used for well-
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operation of the industry reliably. MES aims to provide services such as real-time data 
acquisition to increase the efficiency of the production process [20]. 
MES functionalities can be well understood using the MESA model. Manufacturing Ex-
ecution Solutions Association(MESA) [21], is a well-renowned association that has 
adapted MES framework extensively and promotes innovation and best practices to de-
liver valuable knowledge of enterprise systems. MESA characterizes the industry stand-
ard methodologies that enables industries to optimize their business process execution 
with enterprise-level requirements [22]. A pragmatic approach of MESA also known as 
collaborative MES or (c-MES) in short is illustrated in the figure below. This methodol-
ogy defines twelve function groups to assist efficient production management. 
Figure 1. The function structure of the MESA model [18] 
Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM) [23] is a comprehensive solution that 
provides complete transparency in manufacturing operations which optimizes the effi-
ciency of the performance of the manufacturing processes. MES & MOM are frequently 
interchangeable terms. MOM provides a holistic framework that integrates diverse func-
tionalities of the manufacturing industry by incorporating MES functionalities at its core 
[24]. Making the manufacturing process digitize, enhances the flexibility of the organi-
zation and also facilitate the industry to rapidly adapt and respond to frequent market 
changes and radical innovations [25]. The below illustration highlights the position and 
functionalities of Enterprise systems, and it can be visually observed that MES functions 
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as a compelling interface layer actively interchanging information between the process 
control systems and planning systems. 
Figure 2. Manufacturing Systems information flow [26] 
Every industry should have a stable means to collect and manage data. By Advancing the 
Data Acquisition methods and modernizing the information infrastructure, the organiza-
tion has the potential to revolutionize its Application domain [27]. One of the essential 
components of such infrastructures is the Data Management systems that facilitate seam-
less integration of data that are spread across levels in the organization ranging from a 
diverse range of data sources to large enterprise Databases where the data are stored for 
further use.  
Enterprise integration is a specialized technical area of Enterprise Architecture, which 
concentrates on the interconnection of systems, electronic data interchange, exchanging 
supply chain of product data and distributed computing environments. It is an approach 
in Enterprise engineering which aims to provide crucial and right information during the 
execution empowering seamless and robust communication between individuals, ma-
chines, and PCs and facilitate active co-operation and co-ordination between the systems. 
Data Collection Framework offers enterprises to tap into heterogeneous data sources 
which in turn promote Vertical/Horizontal integration at the different level of enterprise 
system integration.  
Vertical Integration leads to higher flexibility of the data [28]. While considering vertical 
integration, Data and communication flow in the process-oriented enterprise should com-
ply with the levels of the business pyramid as described in [28], it implies the flow of data 
from higher level systems towards the lower level systems and vice-versa [12]. To 
enhance Data Integration in industrial systems, the concept of Horizontal Integration 
method is adapted. Horizontal integration method provides users to execute complex data 
transformations originating from several data sources [12]. 
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2.2 Data collection  
2.2.1 The significance of Data Collection 
The definition of data can take up many forms depending on the context being used [29]. 
As per the most commonly used terminology, data is defined as “factual statistics used 
as a basis for reasoning, discussion, or calculation” [30]. Information can also take many 
discipline-specific definitions. All processes produce one generic definition being "infor-
mation is the value within the outcome of any process” [31]. 
Data collection in general can be characterized as the process of acquiring and compiling 
information from. The information gathered and compiled might come from heterogene-
ous data sources. Agile data collection is considered as an integral part of almost every 
manufacturing industry that is inclining towards lean production [32]. The formalized 
good practice of data collection process ought to be built up, adjusted to suit the circum-
stances, and audited occasionally. 
Data collection methods are essential for discovering and handling existing data and ad-
ditionally to generate new data [33]. Other procedures where data collection comes into 
play include maintaining the flow of data, enhancing estimations, and replacing existing 
data sources when those right now utilized are no more accessible. Data collection pro-
cedures should be chosen in such a way that it can iteratively enhance the quality of the 
inventory by the data quality objectives. While collecting data, Researchers must keep in 
mind specific requirements such as which data to be collected, how to manage the data, 
who will receive the data and finally When to collect the data. 
2.2.2 Data Collection Framework 
Manufacturing industries nowadays are majorly driven by modernization and 
globalization. Owing to the unstable market and shorter product life cycles, every manu-
facturing industry needs to collect and process data to enhance production efficiency and 
manage product quality. This can be made possible with the utilization of industrial Data 
Acquisition and data processing systems [34]. As the name suggests, Data collection re-
fers to a systematic approach to collecting data from various data sources to interpret, 
analyze and make them more structured. Data collection is carried out to evaluate the 
results obtained and making them available to the data consumers [10]. The figure below 
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presents a transparent data collection system model integrated with the MES system 
which is capable of optimizing the business process. 
Figure 3. Data collection system model in manufacturing [35] 
Efficiency and product quality plays a vital role in modernization and globalization of 
industry. Organizations must work around and enhance these factors to stay competitive 
in today’s volatile markets. To achieve this goal, optimization of production process be-
comes inevitable. It is crucial to optimize the production processes, in this manner ex-
panding efficiency while maintaining or improving product quality. Be that as it may, the 
accomplishment of these objectives requires precise and accurate data. Continuous Real-
Time data originated from the industry must be accessible at all times. This is the best 
way to construct a solid foundation for all further optimization processes. 
Data Collection Framework consists of various individual elements that encompass to 
form one single component. Data Collection Framework has technical aspects to be taken 
into consideration such as communication protocol between the data, data parsing meth-
ods, data filtering/aggregation procedure, streaming data analysis, data storage, data 
transformations, data security and cloud computing, etc. The Organization needs data to 
let it know how business is performing. Manufacturing industries need to adapt to eco-
nomic situations and should make decisions that are profitable to the company.  
2.2.3 Real-time continuous Data Collection in Manufacturing 
Data Collection methodologies can have different approaches to different equipment, and 
the architecture of that particular methodology can have an exclusively unique design 
[36]. The next step after collecting data is to store the data collected in an accessible form. 
The data collected are stored in files, and they can be accessed whenever required. An-
other critical aspect which needs to be considered is, parsing of the contents of the data 
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collected.  Data parsers are to be designed and configured in par with the requirements of 
each equipment to obtain the desired data which are intended to be collected. 
Every industry can have their own unique sets of data and data collection methods. The 
data collection methods also work on individual protocols by which, different sets of data 
obtained from various devices can be treated independently. To improve the real-time 
efficiency of the manufacturing industry, interoperability of data and data analytics solu-
tions should be considered as the primary focus [37], which includes manufacturing data 
management that comprises of data acquisition obtained throughout the supply chain of 
manufacturing stages [38]. 
Real-time Data collection may lead to accumulation of the enormous amount of data. For 
an industry to sustain, these vast volumes of data need to be maintained and managed 
efficiently. Data integration and data interoperability significantly influence 
organizations performance. On account of utilization of a diverse form of data, data inte-
gration and data interoperability will pose a complicated threat to the manufacturing in-
dustries in the field of data collection [39]. 
Article [40] presents us a solution to solve the issue of collecting heterogeneous data and 
integrating them into industries by extracting metadata. [27] presents an Adaptive Data 
Collection method for distributed environments that adapts meticulously to frequently 
changing sensor values as a result of application requirements also optimizing the sen-
sor’s energy consumption. On the other hand, [41] shows a scalable, adaptive data col-
lection technique that acquires data from all sensor nodes within the Wireless sensor net-
works. 
2.3 Enterprise System Integration 
Enterprise integration enables industries to tackle the mission-critical concern of 
automating and streamlining the business process and making the systems more Robust, 
flexible and interoperable [42]. In the book [43], the author addresses the Enterprise in-
tegration with a futuristic view as an integral tool to enhance business processes. The 
principal focus is on establishing the connection between the systems and the business 
processes and precisely how efficient it is to build an interconnected and integrated ap-
plication framework which implements the desired business processes.  
This modularization of Enterprise Integration can be achieved with a significant level of 
maturity by adapting asynchronous messaging and communication within the application 
systems and by following the principles that are associated with Service-oriented archi-
tecture [44]. The author handles this concept, by developing a layered bottom-up ap-
proach starting from the application-oriented-approach in the bottom layer, preceded by 
the service-oriented integration in the middle tier and finally completed by the process-
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oriented integration which sits at the topmost level which can be depicted in the figure 
below. 
Figure 4. Enterprise Integration layers [44] 
However, the implementation of Enterprise Integration can be very cumbersome due to 
the technologies encompassing the environments are constantly changing [45]. To yield 
the benefits of the distributed and modular systems, the industry must implement the 
techniques which address the problems faced by the existing framework. Some of the 
most common challenges faced by the industries and which should be dealt with are In-
teroperability, Data Integration, Robustness, Stability and Scalability [46] - [47].  
2.3.1 Automation Pyramid 
The conventional Automation pyramid model [48] offers a series of well-structured layers 
to that reduces the complexity of information flow across all the layers of Manufacturing 
industry. The integration of technologies is well exhibited across the five layers of Auto-
mation pyramid as they interrelate between each level using industrial communication 
methods [49]. The proper definition of all the automation pyramid layers is vital and 
essential while implementing the vertical integration of business levels in production or 
process-oriented enterprise. 
Level -1: The base level also called the “field level” or the “device level” corresponds to 
physical devices and data sources at the factory floor. These devices include sensors, ac-
tuators, and hardware. 
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Level -2: The second level can also be termed as the “control level.” consists of the logical 
devices and machine interfaces namely Desktop Computers, Programmable Logic 
Controllers (PLC), Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID), etc. 
Level -3: The third “supervisory level” comprises of Supervisory Control systems, 
characterized as SCADA, which permits the operators to monitor and control the systems. 
Level-4: The Manufacturing Execution System is one of the higher level systems which 
takes care of monitoring the manufacturing and business process execution . 
Level-5: The Enterprise resource planning system resides at the top of the pyramid which 
is considered as the management layer. 
Figure 5. The layered architecture of Automation Pyramid [50] 
2.3.2 ISA-95 Standard 
The international standard ISA-95 [51] was conceived to facilitate the integration of en-
terprise and control systems. This international standard incorporates building an auton-
omous self-sufficient interface which seamlessly integrates enterprise and control sys-
tems. The ISA-95 standard is characterized by defining the components and operations 
involved in manufacturing and business levels by bridging the gap between ERP and 
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) [52]. 
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ISA-95 standard is categorized into five influential parts which help us to address the 
complexities encountered exchange of information across all the layers of hierarchy 
within in the industry.  
Part 1 (ANSI/ISA 95.01): Models and Terminology [53] comprises standard ter-
minologies and fuses the object models that defines a boundary between the enterprise 
systems and control system and guides to determine the information that needs to be 
exchanged between applications. 
Part 2 (ANSI/ISA 95.02): Object Model Attributes [54] accounts for the attrib-
utes assigned to individual object defined in the previous part. This part is responsible for 
exchanging information between different systems. 
Part 3 (ANSI/ISA 95.03): Activity Models [55] focuses on the functions and in-
formation flows on the MES layer. This layer depicts the model reference to an extensive 
variety of activities ranging from production and quality to maintenance and inventory. 
Part 4 (ANSI/ISA 95.04): Object Models & Attributes [56] represents the object 
models that defines the exchange of information between various MES activities that 
were discussed in Part 3. 
Part 5 (ANSI/ISA 95.05): Business to Manufacturing (B2M) transactions [57] 
showcases the exchange of information and the transactions between the enterprise busi-
ness and the production automation systems and vice versa. 
The ISA-95 framework addresses several terminologies which reduce the complexity of 
enterprise integration of business logistics systems and manufacturing systems [58] by 
providing a framework that enables seamless information flow between enterprise man-
agement systems and manufacturing operation systems. Hence, the ISA-95 standard can 
be considered as an answer to the interoperability requirements between distinct levels of 
an enterprise [59]. Below figure presents the functional levels that perform a discrete set 
of activities of an industrial system as defined by the ISA-95 standard. 
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Figure 6. ISA-95 Control Hierarchy Level s[60] 
Manufacturing industries in the recent times have massively invested in the ERP and 
SCADA systems to enhance the process layer automation. MES serves as an interface 
which fills the gap that exists between the business automation layer and process auto-
mation layer. The unique functionalities and interactions defined in the ISA-95 standard 
are adapted and characterized in the Purdue Reference Model [61] in the figure below. 
The dotted line shown in the picture represents the Level 3 and Level 4 of the ISA-95 
interface which illustrates the boundary between ERP and the enterprise control systems. 
When taken a closer look at the structure, it can be deduced that almost all the systems 
within the dotted radius area are typical MES systems [48]. 
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Figure 7. Functional enterprise-control model [62] 
2.3.3 Industrial Legacy Systems integration 
The present is continually evolving environment demands better industrial grade systems. 
But not all the enterprises have the resources to upgrade to new systems now and then. 
So, the wise decision would be to make the best use of the existing legacy systems and 
be able to manage wide volumes of data and process them. Legacy systems [63] are clas-
sified as the outdated enterprise systems being employed in the industry despite available 
upgraded systems. 
Legacy systems are referred to the computer systems inclusive of both hardware and soft-
ware that also involves programming languages and application programs or any other 
terminologies that either obsolete or out of date, but are still being used in the industry as 
they prove to be business critical systems [64]. Age does not necessarily classify legacy 
systems. The term legacy may also indicate lack of vendor support and the system’s in-
competence to meet the organization’s requirements [65]. 
Organizations always tend to appeal to the ever-increasing demands to modernize legacy 
systems. Modernizing the legacy systems permits them to be interoperable with other 
internal or external systems. A comprehensive system evolution approach incorporating 
an enterprise framework to upgrade legacy systems has been addressed in [66]. On the 
other hand, Jha et al., 2014 in [67] present a systematic approach whose core goal is to 
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integrate Big Data solutions into enterprise legacy systems which focuses to enable rapid 
and real-time data interpretation by incorporating Big Data to diverse data sources. 
Manufacturing industries are always on the lookout for advanced, cutting-edge solutions 
that enables the enterprise to increase the range and efficiency of enterprise system inte-
gration in the industry. This empowers the industry to create dynamic systems that are 
mature enough to adapt themselves with the existing legacy systems and also with an 
extensive variety of new frameworks. Therefore, it is also vital to implement stable and 
efficient legacy systems so that seamless integration with future technology is ensured. 
Qifeng in [68] provides a semantic framework model which facilitates intelligent integra-
tion of heterogeneous information systems. 
2.4 Distributed Industrial Automation 
Distributed systems take up various nomenclature. According to Steen and Tanenbaum 
in [69], a distributed system can be loosely characterized as a collection of interconnected 
systems to form one consolidated system that facilitates flexible automation environment 
by efficient exchange of messages and information flow. In principle, Distributed systems 
are collective computing systems that comprise of nodes that are capable of working au-
tonomously by seamless collaboration. A node can be classified as both a hardware sys-
tem or a software process that functions independently. Distributed systems are often 
standardized as an overlay network [70] which enables collection of nodes to communi-
cate with each other to form a single coherent system. The figure below depicts a simpli-
fied distributed system coordinated as middleware which extends over multiple net-
worked machines and provides a similar interface for each system and application. 
 
Figure 8. A distributed system organized as middleware [69] 
In modern-day manufacturing, the distributed systems are mission-critical systems to in-
teract, collaborate and ensure flexibility, adaptability, and robustness of the system. These 
complex systems consist of various interconnected subsystems or nodes that represent 
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individual functions such as automation control systems, MES and ERP systems and 
other plant-related systems. That authors in [71], presents a multi-agent based industrial 
control systems that incorporate pattern recognition feature which simplifies event pro-
cessing and management. Helo et al. [72] points out the needs and challenges of distrib-
uted manufacturing and proposes a next-generation cloud-based MES solution architec-
ture to overcome the shortfall. 
Interoperability is one of the crucial shortcomings of distributed systems. Based on 
Makki’s observation [73], most legacy systems lack interoperability with the legacy sys-
tems. The author also provides a more in-depth analysis of integration of monolithic leg-
acy systems into distributed systems. The figure below interprets the underlying repre-
sentation of the Distributes system architecture that incorporates enterprise application 
integration and ensures that same communication framework can be used to interact with 
legacy and distributed systems.  
 
 
Figure 9. Basic Distributed System Architecture [73] 
2.4.1 Service-Oriented-Architecture 
The Service-oriented-architecture (SOA) paradigm can be termed as a transformation of 
distributed computing that empowers industries to design asynchronous and synchronous 
systems and applications [74]. SOA can be conceptualized as a framework for construct-
ing integrated and loosely coupled applications. SOA is capable of building interoperable 
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and distributed enterprise applications by adopting function block techniques [75]. 
Service-oriented-architecture is modular, operating across heterogeneous operating sys-
tems, cross-platform applications, system software and function across an entire enter-
prise infrastructure [76].   
Contemporary enterprise systems are frequently evolving from monolithic systems to 
agile distributed systems with service-oriented flexible capabilities. Service-oriented ap-
plications in some scenarios can be associated with event-driven systems [77] and these 
both paradigms are modularized and aims at maximizing the reusability and flexibility of 
the systems thus increasing the adaptability and efficiency of the system [78]. Service-
oriented systems enable the industries to adapt their legacy systems to meet the rapidly 
changing market demands [79]. A simple representation and workflow of SOA can be 
observed in the figure below. 
 
Figure 10. Service-Oriented Architecture [80] 
2.4.2 IEC-61499 Standard 
The International Electro-technical Commission (IEC) has now conceived a new standard 
IEC61499 [81] which now empowers the function blocks to encapsulate distributed in-
dustrial automation solutions. IEC 61499 standard, characterizes universal guidelines for 
the employment of function blocks in distributed industrial processes and control systems. 
The adaptation of the IEC 61499 standard helps to solve the complexity of enterprise 
integration by providing high reusability and reconfigurability along with the portability 
of applications, which enhances the scalability, flexibility, and interoperability of the 
enterprise systems [82], [83]. A vital portion of this research revolves around creating and 
implementing function blocks to enable the traits above. The picture below depicts the 
generic characteristics present in a contemporary Function block. Individual components 
of the function block characteristic is described in the forthcoming sections of this thesis. 
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Figure 11. Function block characteristics [82] 
Adapted from its predecessor IEC 61131-3 [84], IEC 61499 standard for function block, 
offers a reference architecture for event-driven execution model and flexible control sys-
tems. Authors Strasser et al. [85], establishes a stable open framework environment to 
create a next-generation distributed and flexible automation environment using the 
IEC61499 standard which targets portability, configurability, and interoperability [86]. 
This standard also enables function blocks to implement runtime reconfigurability and 
scheduling of algorithms during execution between function block networks [87]. 
2.5 PLANTCockpit OS 
Production Logistics and Sustainability Cockpit (PLANTCockpit) [88] provides  a 
flexible integration framework that aims to reduce the complexity of interconnecting var-
ious enterprise systems and services across the whole value chain. PLANTCockpit OS is 
an open source platform deployed over a distributed environment, namely an  Enterprise 
Service Bus (ESB). PLANTCockpit OS provides the necessary configuration modules to 
reduce integration complexity and construct a consolidated foundation for service-
oriented architecture (SOA) [89]. Built on top of well-known standards, PLANTCockpit 
OS empowers existing and well-established frameworks such as Spring, Apache Karaf, 
Apache Camel and ActiveMQ. It adheres to well-known standards such as JMS, XML, 
XSLT, HTML5, SVG and OSGi, IEC 61499. PLANTCockpit OS is platform independent 
and allows the creation of custom component. PLANTCockpit OS integrates data from 
diverse sources and provides advanced analytics. 
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2.5.1 PLANTCockpit – OS in system integration 
PLANTCockpit OS is a simple yet powerful system that can function as an integral part 
of the enterprise architecture which provides a central environment that enables continu-
ous monitoring and optimized controlling of all production and intra-logistical processes. 
PLANTCockpit OS is a comprehensive framework that proposes to break all enterprise 
integration barriers and makes business more efficient and sustainable [90].  
Dennert et al. [91], implements the SOA paradigm within a Function Block approach 
using the PLANTCockpit project to observe that service-oriented solution, because of 
their loose coupling functionality, facilitate flexible & extensible data integration in het-
erogeneous manufacturing environments. Also [92] and [93] presents an approach han-
dled to integrate the enterprise applications with shop-floor devices using PLANTCockpit 
platform thus proving that PLANTCockpit is also interoperable. 
Figure 12. PLANTCockpit in the Automation Pyramid [94] 
The ideology of PLANTCockpit and its place in the enterprise can be observed in the 
figure above. An Automation pyramid is more often represented as a benchmark for de-
fining a common platform for describing various levels of automation and distributed 
systems in a factory. PLANTCockpit functions as an extension to the enterprise automa-
tion pyramid, managing the overall data, communication and information flow across all 
the levels of enterprise automation pyramid and provides comprehensive visualization of 
those above. The figure below visualizes the position of PLANTCockpit OS and its in-
teraction with the automation pyramid as defined in IEC 62264 [95], which is also an 
international standard conceived to promote enterprise-control system integration. All the 
layers of the pyramid, including the enterprise layer (ERP), manufacturing execution 
layer (MES) and process control layer acts as data sources to PLANTCockpit. 
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2.5.2 PLANTCockpit OS in distributed automation 
Modern Manufacturing industries demand consolidated and unified view and control over 
their production environments across all the layers of the supply chain. PLANTCockpit 
serves this purpose by providing insights of different information systems, flexible data 
collection & data analysis. On top of the seamless system integration functionalities, 
PLANTCockpit also provides a visualization layer for visualizing the integrated data and 
the overall process. One of the critical concepts of PLANTCockpit architecture is to en-
able modular distributed control systems and provide extensive visibility to monitor and 
analyze intra-logistical enterprise communications and work flow [90].  
Taking into consideration the scope of IEC-61499, this standard was designed as 
architecture that provides terminology, concepts, and model for implementation of dis-
tributed systems [82]. To render the purpose of modularity, reusability, and 
reconfigurability, PLANTCockpit OS employs Function Block model which have soft-
ware components and functionalities embedded in them and executed during runtime. 
2.6 Learnings and Remarks 
Data collected from various systems are generally integrated with a centralized system 
which allows the manufacturers to continuously monitor and investigate on their process 
data and ultimately enhance their productivity and profitability. Integration of multiple 
information systems focuses on integrating different data systems, which provides the 
users with the feature to interact with one single information system [96]. The risks should 
also be considered and the problems that Data collection framework should overcome, 
while collecting data from Legacy Systems should also be addressed. Based on general 
research and personal study, few of the problems that might arise during data collection 
are addressed as follows: 
• The same data may be collected twice, i.e., collection of duplicate data. 
• During Data Collection, Irrelevant data may be collected. 
• Continuous data collection sometimes leads to erroneous data being collected 
• Sometimes misinterpreted data are also collected. 
• Sometimes Database might be disorganized which leads to faulty data collection. 
• Taking into consideration the high volumes of data, handling and maintaining the 
quality of data becomes cumbersome. 
• Lack of validation while converting the format of the data or complex transfor-
mation of the content of the data. 
• When data being collected is from heterogeneous sources, a massive amount of 
data might be gathered, which will be challenging to manage. 
• The data collected from various sources should be secured. 
• Semantic Integration of all the data collected. 
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• The complete Integration chain should be managed Holistically. 
 
Continuous Real-Time Data Collection also comes with problems of its own. They can 
lead to a variety of issues while trying to integrate those data collected from different 
information systems [97]: 
• While managing large volumes of data from various sources, it might prove to be 
cumbersome to examine the exact origin or cause of the data or difficult track how 
the data is being utilized. 
• When a data is being changed from the source, it is difficult to be automatically 
detecting the changes. 
• Data collected from various sources may be of many formats, integrating those 
formats might be a big problem. The implemented system must be compatible 
with all the available formats. If an additional format is included in the system, 
the system or database should be modified in such a way that it accepts and adapts 
to the format. 
 
According to the author in [97], Data Integration problems can be addressed by adapting 
Process Orchestration along with the ability to abstract the services. The data has to be 
routed to and from the appropriate systems efficiently in real-time. For this purpose, 
several adapters are used, and these adapters should also be managed efficiently. Effective 
management of Semantic and metadata of different information systems can be consid-
ered another method to reduce Data Integration problems. 
Integration needs to be done on different layers of Automation Pyramid between collab-
orating systems [92]. Taking into accordance with the interfaces characterized in IEC 
62264 – a combination of execution between OPC and ISA has been defined lately, in 
which exchange of data between different layers is possible. On the other hand, only ex-
changing data is not sufficient, all the components in each level of the pyramid will inter-
act with each other, which will be a hurdle for consistent integration [92]. 
The Data Collection Framework Architecture for C2NET should be designed in such a 
way that  
• It should possess the capability to handle the massive amount of data 
• Sometimes while collecting data from the legacy systems, the data might not be 
consistent. DCF should have the ability to solve inaccuracies in the data collected 
[98]. 
• The DCF should be able to manage and handle data effectively and efficiently. 
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All the layers of the Pyramid are based on the different concept of data processing. One 
of the primary challenges in data integration is bringing together all these layers by fol-
lowing a holistic approach. Another method of using Data Collection Framework is by 
using IEC61499, which provides the facility to use Function Blocks as a service interface 
to adapt data from different systems. 
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3. APPROACH   
This section speaks about the data sources and provides deep insights about function 
block approach. Also, this section describes the software framework and tools adopted to 
implement the solution. This section also presents the overview/description of the use 
case which is to be implemented in the next section. This section concludes by presenting 
a summary of the steps followed to achieve the function block solution. 
3.1 Examination of Legacy Systems and data sources 
The current generation of manufacturing industries is majorly going through data-driven 
revolution [99]. The competence of collecting data is critical for an organization to gain 
a competitive advantage over their adversaries. Given the shortcomings of the current 
technologies and tools, there is a vast open door for improvements and making the data 
collection techniques more versatile and effective.  
The legacy data are mostly generated within the information systems of the manufactur-
ing industry. The data can be made available from virtually everywhere. The most com-
mon data sources of legacy systems in the manufacturing industries include databases, 
spreadsheets, flat files, ERP, CRM systems and in the recent times, internet of things 
paradigm have attracted a great deal of attention and is exponentially rising to be a major 
player in data collection. These interdependent systems that provide connected value 
chain genuinely rely on transparency and collaboration to ensure a quality product is de-
livered [100]. 
The most common type of legacy systems in the enterprise manufacturing domain fall 
under two categories:  
• Internal Systems: are custom made enterprise systems either designed by the in-
ternal resources or provided by vendors. 
• External Systems: Third party applications or services provided by external ser-
vice provider. 
Almost all the internal and external systems are classified and characterized under few 
streamlined legacy systems: ERP, MES, CRM and factory floor systems (example: 
SCADA, etc.). These systems are spread throughout the entire value chain of the Manu-
facturing enterprises, and they compose the different layers in the Automation Pyramid. 
All the hierarchical levels as represented in the Automation Pyramid can be seamlessly 
integrated using the ISA-95 standards which enables the enterprise and control systems 
integration. 
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Manufacturing enterprises nowadays are tended to push towards using multiple hetero-
geneous legacy systems to meet the overgrowing demand in the market. Implementation 
of various data sources inevitably prompts to inflation of disparate quantity of data, all of 
which should be managed efficiently and utilized. Distributed Control Application Plat-
form (DCAP) framework as described in [101] enables the industries to collect data from 
heterogeneous data sources over a control network. The DCAP provides a modular 
framework to deploy Control Applications for complex manufacturing systems. The 
DCAP system model offers a consolidated interface which interconnects the components 
in manufacturing systems is provided below. 
 
 
Figure 13. A system model of DCAP[101] 
3.2 Adopting Layered Architecture Methodology 
The presented PLANTCockpit architecture is demonstrated with five different layers. To 
prove this research, the majority of the concentration is set upon “Function Engine 
layer,” “External Systems Layer” and “Presentation Layer.” The figure below exhibits 
the position and interconnection of the independent layered architecture of the production 
logistics and sustainability cockpit. These individual and autonomous layers only com-
municate over uniform interfaces which permits these layers to be designed by different 
technologies and function independently. Since these layers function independently, their 
configuration also can be termed independently. 
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Figure 14. Layered Architecture of PLANTCockpit [90] 
3.3 Function Block Approach 
The core part of this research approach and implementation revolves around the Function 
Engine layer of the PLANTCockpit architecture. This vital layer provides an extensible 
execution environment to facilitate the initiation and execution of flexible and interoper-
able components and functions, in this case, Function blocks. In manufacturing systems, 
function blocks are considered as a well-acclaimed approach for defining flexible, robust 
and reusable software components. This well-established concept is utilized to provide 
an extensive variety of solutions, ranging from a small control valve problem to system 
integration of an entire production line. 
3.3.1 Function Block Structure 
Function blocks facilitate industrial algorithms to be encompassed into a single entity that 
is readily available as well as quickly readable. Every function block comprises of a set 
of inputs that are interpreted by the internal algorithm during execution which comprises 
the execution control of the Function Block. Results or the outputs obtained from 
executing the algorithm is written to the output of the function block. A complete archi-
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tecture can be structured by implementing a network of function blocks by interconnect-
ing the input and output of individual function blocks, thus generating flexibility in the 
enterprise solution. The IEC 61499 standard enables modeling and implementating dis-
tributed automation systems [102]. The function block is a loosely coupled entity that 
represents an abstract model of a function that can be implemented as a part of a solution. 
3.3.2 Function Block Type 
A Function block type is a modular and re-usable entity composed of structural and be-
havioral components. The Function Manager structures the Function block type. The 
Function Manager is responsible for overseeing the entire lifecycle of the Function 
blocks. Starting from the creation of the FB type, initializing the FB instance with respec-
tive configuration provisioning, activation of the instance until deactivation and destruc-
tion of the FB instance. The position of Function Manager can be witnessed in the 
PLANTCockpit layered architecture diagram exhibited in Figure 14.  
3.3.3 Function Block Instance 
As described in section 3.3.2, Function manager is responsible for managing the instance 
creation of a function block type by injecting them with specific runtime configuration. 
FB instance themselves, in general, are light-weight components which are nothing but a 
manifestation of their original FB Type. Being deployed in the Function engine, these 
lightweight components are executed based on the business configuration during runtime 
or whenever they are triggered.  
3.3.4 Business Logic 
The business logic can be loosely termed as the control algorithms or behavior logic 
which defines the encapsulated functionality of a FB Type. The business logic incorpo-
rated in the in the FB Type gets executed during the runtime of the FB instance which is 
implemented based on event-triggered mechanism.  The business logic of all the FB 
Types, in general, are observed in the “onMessageReceived” function, as this function 
gets invoked when the instance of the FB Type is triggered.  
Figure 15. “onMessageReceived” method snippet 
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3.3.5 Function Block Network (FBN) 
PLANTCockpit OS solution is established upon components that are loosely coupled on 
a Function Block (FB) scheme. Created adopting the IEC 61499 standard, the FBs offer 
a standard interface for communication with multiple entities. This interface enables 
robust combination between the components which favors in solving an individual use 
case. The communication between the function blocks are ensured by dynamically 
establising routes between them which functions as a channel for information exhange. 
This leads to the flexibility of solution for many problems. The Function Block Networks 
(FBNs) are deployed and evaluated within the Function engine layer of the 
PLANTCockpit layered reference architecture. 
 
Figure 16. Simple Function block network with data and event flows 
3.4 Overview of Software Framework & Tools 
3.4.1 Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) 
An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is a distributed integration middleware that unifies the 
services encapsulated by the software components, messaging and exchange of infor-
mation and transformation and routing functionalities which enables consolidating inte-
gration of enterprise systems. This software architectural framework enables for design-
ing and implementation of seamless communication between loosely coupled entities and 
dynamically implement Service-Oriented-Architecture functionalities. The 
heterogeneous components can be independently deployed disparately over a network. 
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The full-featured functionality of an ESB depends on the precise structuring of the enter-
prise message model and proper functionality design of the applications. The ESB solu-
tion adopted in this PLANTCockpit deployment is Apache ServiceMix. 
Apache ServiceMix: Apache ServiceMix[103] is a state of the art distributed ESB. This 
open-source, flexible and lightweight integration container blends the features and func-
tionalities of diverse tools and provides a stand-alone, powerful runtime platform that 
enables asynchronous and synchronous messaging protocol between the software com-
ponents and services deployed thus facilitating the engineering of integration systems. 
Service Mix is a Java-based enterprise-class ESB solution exclusively powered by Open 
Service Gateway Initiative (OSGi) bundles.  The comprehensive Apache ServiceMix so-
lution constitutes successful functioning and execution of several individual entities such 
as Apache Karaf, Apache ActiveMQ,  Apache CXF and Apache Camel. The characteristic 
features of Apache ServiceMix include: 
• OSGi-based server runtime powered by Apache Karaf. 
• Reliable messaging and asynchronous communication between distributed pro-
cesses with a Message Oriented Middleware such as Apache ActiveMQ. 
• Apache CXF facilitates the building and deploying of Web Services in general 
including RESTful web services. 
• Apache Camel takes care of Asynchronous messaging coupled with the routing 
mechanism. 
 
3.4.2 Message Broker 
Message Broker is a publish-subscribe component which enables effective communica-
tion between the loosely coupled components through messaging mechanisms. The mes-
sage broker establishes a secure and trustful connection between the deployed entities and 
ensures high availability and reliable message delivery. The message broker sits on the 
core part of the ESB and is an integral component to facilitate enterprise integration[104]. 
PLANTCockpit employs off-the-shelf ActiveMQ message broker solution to ensure 
higher interoperability level and comply with the existing standards.  
Apache ActiveMQ is a well-defined open source message broker capable of providing 
asynchronous and reliable communication between distributed applications irrespective 
of its location and protocol. Written with a Java Message Service(JMS) client, ActiveMQ 
can foster communication from one or more client or server. ActiveMQ employs a robust 
network of brokers thus enhancing its flexibility in configuration as well as execution and 
supports a wide range of protocols. ActiveMQ can facilitate in delivering stable and scal-
able production environments for distributed applications which primarily depend on 
messaging. Being platform independent, ActiveMQ can efficiently integrate applications 
written in different languages. 
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3.4.3 Message Routing 
Apache Camel is employed to interconnect the application modules. Apache Camel 
works together hand in hand with Apache ActiveMQ to provide active routing mechanism 
and mediation rules for delivering messages. Camel routing ensures effective delivery of 
messages and routing of the output of the ActiveMQ topic of the FB instance. The Apache 
Camel empowers robust interconnection of the instances of the function blocks such as 
adapters and event processors etc. while connecting to the corresponding ActiveMQ end-
points concerning the configured data types of the message. 
3.5 Use Case description 
The objective of this use case is to autonomously assign works hours to technicians based 
on an Order or a Project Requirement. The ultimate goal of this research is to implement 
a network of interconnected modular entities using the PLANTCockpit solution to enable 
robust data collection from the legacy systems in the manufacturing industry.  
For the implementation of this use-case, four different Function Block types are de-
ployed, 
1. A REST Adapter, capable of consuming RESTful web services based on the 
REST Endpoints configured. 
2. An MS Excel Adapter, which reads the Project information from an external 
spreadsheet legacy system and sends the query to the second function block and 
routes the results using Camel routing-engine. 
3. A XML Refactor FB, capable of extracting the XML elements and enables re-
factoring of XML Structural data. 
4. SQL Database Adapter, which retrieves the information from the XML Refactor 
Function Block and Queries the enterprise database by establishing an active con-
nection concerning the requirements of the user provided in the project infor-
mation 
3.6 Summary 
First and foremost, a Maven module is created from the PLANTCockpit archetype, which 
encapsulates the functionalities and template of the Function block template. The Maven 
module project is then modified to suit the requirement and then packaged as Data Adapt-
ers or event processors etc. A maven project is wrapped so that the code and all the de-
pendencies are compiled and built into a bundle (JAR file).  
The bundle is deployed to the “deploy” folder of Apache ServiceMix. Karaf identifies the 
applications and runs the application in the karaf container. The deployed applications, in 
this case, Function blocks can be located using the <fpid>. The default port is 8181. Then 
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each FB type deployed is individually initialized by ServiceMix and configured to create 
an active instance based on the Business configuration. A Function Block Network (FBN) 
is then designed to facilitate information flow and message routing within these function 
blocks thanks to the message broker ActiveMQ and Apache Camel routing engine. This 
comprehensive methodology aims to enable Enterprise Integration as a whole by imple-
menting the use case. 
3.6.1 PLANTCockpit in C2NET Data Collection Client 
This research inspires to demonstrate an approach for integrating the legacy systems 
framework of an enterprise by incorporating a robust framework which can tap into ex-
ternal data sources, perform real-time data collection and enable the transformation of 
system-specific data and data logistics. In the core of C2NET architecture lies the Data 
Collection Client (DCC) components which are responsible for effective provisioning 
and functioning of data collection components. The DCC gathers information from het-
erogeneous legacy systems and also from the shop-floor IoT devices and transform the 
data to enable seamless information flow between the interconnected systems. The 
C2NET DCC is encompassed of two unique components “Legacy System Hub” and “IoT 
Hub.” 
PLANTCockpit framework resides inside the “Legacy System Hub” of the C2NET Data 
Collection Client component making it as a robust interface to connect to enterprise leg-
acy systems for managing information of enterprise operations. PLANTCockpit OS 
serves as an efficient interface to collect and transform and send data across all layers of 
the automation pyramid. The core components which interact with C2NET DCC are 
shown in the figure below. 
Figure 17. Place of PLANTCockpit in the C2NET DCC Reference Architecture [11] 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 
Chapter 4 describes the business logic of individual Function blocks created and demon-
strates the deployment procedure of the Function blocks created using the PLANTCock-
pit framework. This section illustrates the implementation of the use case and help visu-
alize how enterprise integration in achieved using the proposed solution. 
4.1 Legacy system integration using function blocks 
This sub-section will provide a detailed analysis of the individual function blocks used to 
prove the approach by implementing a use case. For this research, four unique function 
blocks are utilized, that have services encapsulated within them, which are programmed 
to function independently during the execution or when they are triggered. 
 
Figure 18. FB Adapter connection to Legacy Systems [11] 
This thesis research involves designing and implementation of Function Block Adapters 
and incorporating with the PLANTCockpit OS solution for acknowledging and permit-
ting the communication between the external legacy systems of the enterprise. This inte-
gration is made feasible by effective deployment and utilization of the Data Adapter com-
ponents which establishes a robust interface between the PLANTCockpit OS solution and 
heterogeneous legacy systems. The figure above portrays the position of Data Adapter 
FB component in the ESB component. This setup is deployed in the distributed ESB en-
vironment to make this approach probable. 
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4.1.1 REST Adapter 
The Representational State Transfer (REST) adapter is characterized by interchange com-
munication between different remote clients and web services along with the Integration 
server. REST, in general, is a framework designed for distributed applications that work 
on HTTP protocol. This highly self-contained application can be invoked from anywhere 
on the internet thanks to their highly scalable and high flexible architecture. 
REST adapter is configured to consume restful web services and enables communication 
between heterogeneous systems using standard protocols. The REST adapter is pro-
grammed to function synchronously and can be exposed to different HTTP endpoints. 
For this use case implementation, REST adapter provisioned is capable of consuming 
POST and GET methods. Along with dynamic endpoint definition, the REST adapter 
provides the feasibility for defining the user’s custom attributes.  
4.1.2 MS Excel Function block  
The MS Excel function block is an adapter which is capable of parsing or reading spread-
sheet files that are stored either on the on-premises systems or the cloud. The spreadsheet 
content extractions are made accessible to the function block using the Apache POI li-
brary[105]. 
The MS Excel adapter is a function block type designed to parse a spreadsheet file which 
contains production schedule. This FB will be initialized and triggered by the message 
broker when it receives an order from the REST Adapter. 
4.1.3 XML Refactor Function block  
This FB acts as a gateway between the SQL connector and other external client applica-
tions. The XML refactoring FB takes care of the XML schema structural management 
changes for us. This FB is capable of restructuring the XML schema to accommodate the 
requirement which is readable by the next in line SQL connector and send the output to 
SQL connector for querying. This FB enables custom refactoring of the XML data to 
adapt to the use case presented. 
4.1.4 SQL Function block 
The SQL connector extends the functionality of Accessing the database and processing 
the data by executing the SQL statement injected while configuring the instance of the 
SQL FB Type. The results can be obtained in custom formats (for example, JSON and 
XML) and utilized as per the business process. 
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The SQL FB is programmed, virtually to access all DB that uses SQL query. For this 
research purposes, MSSQL is taken into consideration, but various relational databases 
such as MySQL and also PostgreSQL can be used. The SQL FB can be used to query all 
the RDBMS related DB by taking advantage of the standard JDBC drivers provided by 
the individual vendors. 
4.1.5 Function block Engine Configurator (FBEC) 
PLANTCockpit OS also offers a user-friendly graphical system that serves as an efficient 
system configuration tool. FBEC provides a holistic GUI that enables the user to simplify 
the orchestration and usability of Function block networks (FBNs) to serve a custom sce-
nario or a use case.  
FBEC provides a comprehensive and intuitive, yet simple web-based configuration user 
interface tool that facilitates secure administration and monitoring of the entire system 
from anywhere around the world. FBEC is characterized to reduce the complexity of con-
figuration and increases the transparency of heterogeneous system integration landscape. 
4.2 Use case implementation 
The sub-section illustrates a better picture by representing the described approach in a use 
case. By the end of this section, a right ideology can be inferred as to how PLANTCockpit 
OS would fit in the architecture of C2NET Legacy System Hub. 
The FB instance configuration and execution can be done in 2 environments. One is using 
the barebone Apache Active MQ message broker and initializing the instances and defin-
ing the routes manually in camel route manager. 
The second one is using FBEC. Let FBEC do all the work for you. It is a GUI that acts as 
a visualization layer built on top of the message broker and route manager and provides 
optimized configuration platform for ease of use.  
The first step in implementing the FB networks which includes configuration and creating 
the routes between them (either by ActiveMQ or by FBEC GUI), is to initialize the ESB 
where the FBs reside which automatically triggers the initialization of the FBs and make 
them active. Once the ESB, in this case, Apache ServiceMix is started, All the FBs which 
are compiled as Java executable OSGi bundles are initiated.  
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4.2.1 FB Type Instance Configuration 
4.2.1.1 Instance configuration using ActiveMQ 
Once the ServiceMix container is initialized, the web-based ActiveMQ message broker 
library that has been installed becomes active. The initialized FBs appear as topics on the 
ActiveMQ page. The ActiveMQ web-page is invoked for creating an instance of FB Type 
and defining routes between the FBs. Since a FBN is being implemented, all the instances 
are formed under the Function Block manager and provide the identifier name of the 
function block being initialized. Below is the representation of how each function blocks 
are initialized. The initialized FB Types is found on the “Topics” section of the 
ActiveMQ, message broker. The ActiveMQ web page as displayed in the picture below 
can be viewed by accessing the URL http://localhost:8181/activemqweb/topics.jsp.  
Figure 19. Function Block Types in Apache ActiveMQ 
A vital part of creating an instance is the use of Business configuration(BC) message. The 
structure of the BC varies depending on the FB Type. The instances of each FB Type are 
initiated by sending the Business configuration(BC) as a JMS message to the ServiceMix 
container. The actual business configuration in the business configuration message are 
characterized in a JSON format. A generic BC template is represented below. 
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Figure 20. Business Configuration template 
The Function block manager can be accessed using the topic “plac/fbm/mgmt/in.” As the 
name suggests, the function block manager is utilized to configure individual FB Types 
and initiate the FB Type instance and manages the entire function block network. 
 
Figure 21. ActiveMQ Function Block manager topic 
4.2.1.1.1 REST Adapter Configuration 
In the ActiveMQ message broker, the REST adapter which is packaged as a dynamic 
OSGi bundle is initialized first. In this use case, there is no specific runtime configuration 
for this function block. All the business logic required to function the REST adapter is 
programmed, integrated and encapsulated as one single entity and deployed. The figure 
below shows the Business configuration utilized to initiate the REST FB Type.  
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Figure 22. REST FB instance configuration 
The output from the shell console indicating the REST FB Type being created is shown 
below. 
 
Figure 23. REST FB instance initialized console output 
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4.2.1.1.2 Excel Adapter Configuration 
Excel adapter FB Type requires specific parameters that need to be provided while creat-
ing the instance. The Excel adapter needs the information such as the  
• “Input File location” of the MS Excel file being parsed for that FB Type 
instance. The location specified can be either be in the local directory or 
the cloud server. 
• “Sheet name” to be considered while parsing elements from the MS Excel 
file. If no sheet name is specified, the FB will parse and extract all the ex-
isting sheets in that particular MS Excel file. 
• “Output File name and location” field is optional. This field can be utilized 
if the user wants to save the parsed XML data from the MS Excel file for 
future purpose. 
Figure 24. Excel FB instance configuration 
The corresponding output for the creation of Excel Adapter Type instance can be verified 
in the ServiceMix console below: 
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Figure 25. Excel FB instance initialized console output 
4.2.1.1.3 SQL Adapter Configuration 
To evaluate the potential of the concept of configuration, the SQL connector FB Type 
would serve as an excellent example for this use case. This FB Type, when invoked, 
makes a secured connection to the SQL server based on the configurations provided and 
queries the DB as per the SQL query specified during the setup. 
The mandatory parameters to be provided while configuring an instance of SQL Con-
nector FB Type are: 
• “Username”: Username of the external database to be accessed. 
• “Password”: Password of the external database to be accessed. 
• “Connection String”: This attribute specifies the FB instance the type of the SQL 
server that needs to be connected. The connection string also includes the database 
name to be connected to. 
• “Class Driver”: A JDBC driver that facilitates seamless connection to the SQL 
database. 
• “SQL”: The actual SQL query the needs to be executed on the DB, once a suc-
cessful connection has been stablished. 
The output the query is then converted to XML format and saved for future requirement. 
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The instance configuration of the SQL FB Type and its corresponding console output can 
be seen in the pictures below. The FB Type instance is created by sending JMS message 
of the business configuration JSON, incorporated in the “<createFbInstance>” XML 
template. This process is similar to the instance creation of all the FB Types. 
 
Figure 26. SQL FB instance configuration 
 
Figure 27. SQL FB instance initialized console output 
4.2.1.1.4 XML Refactor FB Configuration 
This FB Type does not require any special entities or attributes to be mentioned while 
configuration as the XML refactoring logic is encapsulated in the Business logic. This FB 
type is programmed to extract the data when triggered and performs the refactoring as per 
the business logic and transmits the refactored XML output. The instance creation of 
XML Refactor FB Type and its corresponding console output can be witnessed in the 
pictures below. 
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Figure 28. XML Refactor FB instance configuration 
 
Figure 29. XML Refactor FB instance initialized console output 
4.2.1.2 Instance configuration using FBEC GUI 
FBEC comes with a built-in a drag and drop functionality which simplifies the configu-
ration and initiation of an FB instance. The initialized FBs area available on the left pane 
of the web page. The necessary FBs required to be implemented in the use case is dragged 
and dropped on the main page. For the implementation of this use case, the URL where 
the FBEC GUI hosted is http://localhost:8083/media/NEW-FBEC.html#. The home page 
of FBEC GUI is presented below: 
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Figure 30. Function Block Engine Configurator 
The further steps to create the FB Type instance is straightforward and is similar as to the 
ActiveMQ based configuration. The vital difference being that FBEC GUI removes the 
need to copy and paste the Business Configuration message along with business config-
uration JSON to the ActiveMQ JMS message console. The FBEC GUI gives a dedicated 
section to provide the business configuration that specific FB Type is designed for and it 
creates the business configuration message autonomously to provision the FB Type in-
stance. Detailed images of Instance configuration of individual FB via FBEC is presented 
in Section 4.2.2. 
 
Figure 31. FBEC FB instance creation 
4.2.1.3 Routing with Apache Camel 
This unified integration solution works hand in hand with Apache Camel which is an in-
tegral part of the solution. Apache Camel is responsible for routing the messages be-
tween different FB instances, by making a reliable connection from the output node of 
one FB to the input node of the next in line FB.  
This process assists in the interconnection of the FBs and in-turn enables the FBs to com-
municate with each other. In simple terms, Apache ServiceMix and Apache Camel serve 
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the purpose of /performs Distributed Computing. The below figures represent the con-
nection of routes between different FBs using both ActiveMQ and FBEC GUI. 
4.2.1.3.1 Routing with ActiveMQ 
The route manager can be accessed with the ActiveMQ topic “plac/rm/mgmt/in” as pre-
sented in the figure below. 
 
Figure 32. ActiveMQ Route Manager 
The routes between the different FB instances are defined in the route manager. The 
routes are described under the “<connections>” tag. Each connection between the FBs 
is specified using the desired source <src> and destination <dst>. Apache Camel takes 
care of routing the information during the execution, concerning the routes created. The 
connections presented in the figure below depicts that, the routes are to be created from 
the output of the REST FB instance to the input of the Excel Adapter instance. And the 
output message from the Excel Adapter is routed to the input of  XML Refactor FB, and 
finally, the information of the XML Refactor FB is routed to the SQL Adapter. 
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Figure 33. Creating Routes between Function blocks 
4.2.1.3.2 Routing with FBEC 
The FBEC GUI employs a simple drag and drop feature to create active routes between 
the function block instances. 
 
Figure 34. Route creation is FBEC 
4.2.2 Use case execution 
The use case is based on a common scenario in a Manufacturing industry in which the 
enterprise is required to assign work hours to its employees based on the skill set an also 
based on the requirement of the project etc. Although the core purpose of this use case 
and research is to prove the significant integration of PLANTCockpit platform into C2Net 
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architecture, this use case also proves that PLANTCockpit can not only be used for a 
specialized purpose, but also for every day to day activities across all the level of the 
organization and provides efficient business process. 
For efficient implementation of the use case and seamless integration of heterogeneous 
systems, an optimized FBN is established and incorporated within PLANTCockpit. By 
practice, the enterprise allocates work hours to its employee manually as per their criteria 
and skill set, also considering the already assigned work hours with other existing pro-
jects. Using PLANTCockpit, this resource allocation process can be extensively auto-
mated to provide efficient results and enhance the business process. All of this can be 
achieved using the existing legacy systems. 
PLANTCockpit enables the enterprise data that are accessible from heterogeneous data 
sources to be made available across all the levels in the industry. By making the data 
available, PLANTCockpit facilitates the manufacturing industry to optimize its produc-
tion planning and enhance its scheduling systems. This use case involves and requires a 
sequential order of execution of the FBs in the FBN. Each FB are triggered asynchro-
nously one after the other. As soon as the current FB has completed its business logic 
execution, the output is sent to the next FB in the FBN. The most crucial or the vital factor 
of this use case execution is the extraction of data from the legacy MS Excel file and 
especially the database tables and visualizing the data in a format that is acknowledged 
and proved by the framework, XML in this case. Although the configuration of instance 
and routes may vary for both methodologies (ActiveMQ & FBEC), the execution remains 
the same, and both the environments provide similar results, as FBEC is nothing but a 
configuration tool build to function on top of ActiveMQ and Apache Camel. 
4.2.2.1 REST Adapter: 
The REST adapter module is deployed along with the other functions blocks in the ESB 
and is exposed to a specific endpoint and is programmed to listen to a particular port 
number. Sending a POST request will trigger the first of the series of functions that ena-
bles the system to allocate work hours to the employees based on the Availability of the 
employees and the project timeframe. The REST adapter is configured to accept XML 
messages, and it has the capability parse specific XML Attribute to determine the content 
of the POST request. Hence the body of the POST request should be in XML message 
format. 
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Figure 35. Initiating the Order request 
The XML message triggers the REST FB and analyses the message received based on the 
XML elements and attributes. The REST FB is intelligent to recognize the motivation of 
the XML and in this case, to create an Order and allocate budgeted work hours to em-
ployees. The REST adapter then routes the XML message to the Excel adapter to extract 
the Project data about the Order received. 
4.2.2.2 Excel adapter: 
The MS Excel file is the legacy system in which the project data of the industry is stored. 
Once the Excel FB Type instance is invoked, the excel file is procured based on the input 
file and path specified during the FB configuration. This file is then parsed into the 
PLANTCockpit platform. A sample Excel Adapter instance configuration template via 
FBEC is presented below. 
 
Figure 36. FBEC Excel configuration 
When the Order is initiated, The FB instance will examine the elements from the Excel 
FB within the limits of the sheets specified and extracts the project data with respect to 
the order and transforms the extracted information into a machine-readable XML format 
that is acknowledged by the next “XML refactor FB” and transmits the data to the same. 
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By doing this, the Excel FB also saves a copy of the XML data to the destination specified 
during the FB configuration. 
4.2.2.3 XML refactor FB:  
In practice, the FB instances deployed in PLANTCockpit gets triggered by the business 
configuration message. The FB instance is invoked when it receives the business config-
uration message and that point onward, the FB executes the tasks that it was programmed 
to function as defined in its business logic. The behavior logic or the functionality of a 
specific Fb Type can be observed in its “onMessageReceived” method. 
The XML refactor FB acts as a gateway between the project data and the Database. The 
XML FB is an integral part of the system as it validates the data first and then permits the 
data to be refactored. The structural entities of the project data XML are altered to a more 
sophisticated format that integrates coherently with the SQL query.  
4.2.2.4 SQL Connector: 
The SQL connector when triggered initiates a secured connection to a heterogeneous ex-
ternal database (based on the configuration parameters provided during the instance con-
figuration) that resides in an External Legacy system and not within the PLANTCockpit 
environment. Once the connection is successful, the SQL connector acting as an 
interaction to the external database system harmonizes the SQL query by incorporating 
the modified data to the existing query. The consolidated query with the algorithm to 
allocate work hours is then executed. A sample SQL Adapter instance configuration tem-
plate via FBEC is presented below. 
 
Figure 37. FBEC SQL Adapter configuration 
Once the query is executed, the comprehensive information of available technicians with 
dedicated skillset is retrieved. The information retrieved can be modularized based on the 
requirements of the enterprise. The SQL Connector is further modified to interpret the 
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C2NET internal data structure. The final data retrieved after successful execution of the 
SQL query is in XML format and can be adequately utilized robustly to manage the en-
terprise resources. The final output is also saved at the desired destination in a preferred 
format. The comprehensive function block network employed to implement the use case 
is represented below. 
 
 
Figure 38. Function Block Network 
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5. RESULTS 
Section 5 supplements to the previous section also discussing the results achieved from 
the use case execution scenario and provides an overall picture of the output and execu-
tion flow of individual function blocks. This section also addresses the problem state-
ments and problem definitions specified in Section 1 and explains how the proposed so-
lution tends to meet the requirements. 
5.1 Use case Results 
This sub-section demonstrates the execution techniques and the results obtained from in-
dividual function blocks which facilitated the information flow also triggering the execu-
tion of next in line function blocks. 
5.1.1 REST Adapter: 
The initialized REST Adapter instance will be listening to the endpoint for requests in 
“http://localhost:8989/orderservice/order/post” Once the request is received, the REST 
adapter transmits the data, in this case, request is to allocate billable work hours of em-
ployees to a project automatically. The REST Adapter accepts XML message body and 
verifies if the XML element and the attribute correspond to the work hour allocation se-
quence. The body of the XML data contains the project name of the Order to whom the 
billable hours are to be allocated. If the XML passes the initial verification, the REST 
adapter transmits the message to the next function block. 
5.1.2 Excel Adapter: 
The order received from the REST Adapter is used as an input to trigger the Excel Adapter 
instance. The Order name received is used as a criterion to query the MS Excel file which 
is situated in the External legacy system. The excel file to be queried is specified during 
the Excel FB configuration. The initial step of the excel adapter is to identify the project 
information from the from the spreadsheet based on the order received. Next, the adapter 
extracts all the project information, for example, “start date,” “end date,” “project name” 
etc. A model excel data used for data extraction is presented below: 
 
Figure 39. Sample Production order Excel spreadsheet 
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Finally, the critical process executed by the excel adapter is to convert the extracted 
spreadsheet data to XML format which is represented in the picture below. The excel data 
information is transported to XML refactor FB. The final output of the Excel Adapter 
after the data extraction and conversion to XML is represented below: 
 
Figure 40. The output of Excel Function Block 
5.1.3 XML Refactor FB: 
The XML Refactor FB acts as a Gateway between the Excel Adapter and SQL Adapter. 
The primary characteristics of this FB are to validate the project information XML and 
filters the applicable information. With the extracted information, the FB finally re-struc-
tures the original XML to a more articulated XML format that is relevant and suitable to 
trigger the SQL Connector. 
5.1.4 SQL Connector: 
The output of the XML Refactor FB activates the SQL Connector instance. Once the SQL 
Connector instance is initiated, The JDBC driver incorporated within the SQL Connector 
tries to establish a secured connection with the external DB legacy system. The DB can 
be an on-premises DB or the server.  The connection is established concerning the pa-
rameters specified during the SQL Connector FB Type instance configuration. Once the 
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connection is established, this channel will act as a secure tunnel which facilitates a robust 
exchange of information between the SQL server and the FB.  
The next course of action is that the trivial data from the re-factored XML structure is 
cherry-picked and seamlessly incorporated into the pre-defined structured SQL Query. 
This process makes the SQL query a more comprehensive one and completes the SQL 
Adapter business logic. The consolidated query is then executed in the legacy system 
database by the SQL Connector. Once the algorithm incorporated in the SQL query has 
been executed, available work hours of individual employees is generated. 
For demonstration and proving the approach, the query executed is to allocate work hours 
to technicians of an order for a specific project. The project begins in the starting week of 
the year 2016 and closes at the fourth week of the same year. Work hours are allocated 
based on the week numbers. The “start date” and “end date” and the number of “budgeted 
hours” to be assigned are the most critical data captured by the XML Refactor FB.   
The SQL Database Adapter displays the output in 3 fields: 
• ResourceID: the unique id of the technician 
• WeekNumber: numerical value of the week number on that year 
• AvailableHours: the number of hours that specific technician is available 
for that particular week 
The algorithm queries the database tables which are potential technicians to work on the 
project with their available hours they can spend on working on this project. The data is 
queried based on the WeekNumber until the end date of the project. The result obtained 
will be equal and suffice the total work hours of the project. For example, if the project 
requires 1250 billable hours, the result of the query will possess the data of technicians 
of a total of 1250 Available hours. The resulting sample database table after a sample 
query execution is shown below.  
 
Figure 41. Sample Database Table 
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The subsequent result obtained can be productively utilized by the enterprise to allot the 
work hours, to the technicians for the respective project order. The data collected from 
the query is then transmitted back to the SQL Connector, which in-turn converts the in-
formation into XML format. The XML data can be saved into any desired location, local 
or cloud based on the business configuration provided or hardcoded in the FB business 
logic itself. The XML output obtained from the SQL Adapter is shown below: 
 
Figure 42. Output of SQL Adapter query 
The SQL Adapter query outputs the XML which can be utilized efficiently to allocate 
work hours to employees. The resulting query contains the “ResourceID,” “Week-
Number” and “AvailableHours.” The final output is saved on the local server and thanks 
to Apache CXF, the output can be retrieved by querying (“GET” request) the respective 
endpoint as shown in the below picture. The Apache CXF identifies the data to be fetched 
based on the name of the Order implemented, in this case “Order-ERP”.  
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Figure 43. Querying the final SQL output using REST client 
5.2 Learnings & Outcome 
This research addresses the problem statements posed in Section 1.2.1 by exhibiting an 
approach to integrate legacy by adopting FB based techniques. The FB-based methodol-
ogy encourages the robust enterprise system integration and also the heterogeneity of the 
framework is addressed. Data logistics is also a vital characteristic to consider when it 
comes to achieving seamless enterprise integration across all the levels of Automation 
pyramid. All the requirements above are fulfilled by incorporating the PLANTCockpit 
OS in the approach. The consolidated reference architecture of the use case implementa-
tion is presented in the diagram below: 
Figure 44. USE CASE reference architecture diagram 
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PLANTCockpit OS is an efficient platform to facilitate dynamic and real-time data col-
lection, data transformation and data logistics form heterogeneous data sources. Conse-
quently, this use case approach proposed in this research presents the implementation of 
PLANTCockpit OS which can be used as a proof of concept to be employed in C2NET 
reference architecture as a conceivable solution to empower a flexible and adaptable data 
collection solution. 
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6. CONCLUSION & FUTURE RESEARCH 
This concluding chapter of the thesis tends to look back on the solution presented and 
provides a summary of the scope of the thesis. Probable future research extension is also 
discussed. Also, this concluding section provides personal insights and thoughts on this 
research work.   
This thesis addresses the problem statements described in Section 1.2.1 and provides a 
comprehensive solution which solves not only the problem statement presented in this 
thesis but also this solution offers a methodology which can facilitate seamless enterprise 
integration which is much required in the manufacturing enterprises these days. 
The FB Adapters and Transformation components developed and deployed in the 
PLANTCockpit framework establish a potential connection with heterogeneous external 
legacy systems. The objective here was to bring together the data from these components 
using PLANTCockpit as an interface. PLANTCockpit serves as a scintillating platform 
to work with heterogeneous data sources, revamping data-logistics by transforming data 
of disparate data types into something platform-specific to be processed further by Func-
tion Blocks. 
Applying the IEC61499 reference architecture efficiently, the solution is successfully de-
signed and implemented. The plug-and-play loosely coupled entities are characterized to 
be flexible, reusable and easily configurable during run-time. The pursued approach even 
though presents only a baseline framework of the functional traits of the Function block, 
the Function block, in general, possesses discrete exotic features which enrich the func-
tionalities range of the IEC61499 Function block standard. Adopting Function block 
structure has contributed to numerous improvements to the framework such as providing 
extensibility, improving interoperability, reducing the complexity of the Application and 
enhancing the process orchestration of the system.  
During this research, a comprehensive solution to enable Enterprise system integration 
with robust data collection and data-logistics has been presented by incorporating an in-
novative platform called PLANTCockpit. By adapting to and implementing this solution, 
enterprises can empower an integrated and a comprehensive view of the industrial pro-
cesses such as manufacturing and logistics. PLANTCockpit proposes the development 
and implementation of a layered architecture solution which facilitates harmonious and 
consistent access to the factory information systems. 
The prototype execution of the use case has demonstrated extraordinary features and 
functionalities of this framework makes it feasible to implement in diverse scenarios and 
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enterprises, thus allowing flexible analysis of shop floor data and visualization of infor-
mation flow. PLANTCockpit solution enables a prominent level of transparency for the 
business process and permits a new level of optimization in manufacturing process amidst 
heterogeneous information systems. 
6.1 Future Work 
Function blocks are designed to be flexible, extensible and re-usable. On owing to their 
plug-and-play mechanisms, these modular function blocks can be integrated and extended 
to heterogeneous external data source systems. 
Although the scope of this thesis research is restricted to the functionality and implemen-
tation of four function blocks, there is always room for improvisation and improvement. 
One such example could be an expansion of the use case presented with a Device Profile 
for Web Services (DPWS) function block. The function block would work on the publish-
subscribe mechanism and can listen to shop floor devices and can subscribe to its events 
and publish information, everything based on its FB Type and its configuration. The im-
plementation of DPWS adapter to fetch shop-floor data was conceived in the later stages 
of the thesis but was discarded due to time constraints. 
Another critical aspect which can be taken into consideration is the security of the con-
solidated framework. As of now, the security of the solution depends on the enterprise 
implementing the framework. But, the solution would be more reliable if there exists an 
extra layer of protection over the existing one to enable secured communication between 
the systems. For example, SSH tunneling can be implemented to enhance the client-server 
interface and adding an extra layer of encryption to the legacy systems. Web sockets and 
authentication token technologies can be applied to strengthen the exchange of infor-
mation between the enterprise systems. 
Another common factor which can be improved is streamlining the verbosity of the busi-
ness logic of the FB Adapters to increase their flexibility by upgrading the business con-
figuration functionalities and enhance their interoperability with heterogeneous systems. 
The consolidated Function block networks can be built more versatile to adapt the rapid 
changes of manufacturing enterprise environment in real-time. These characteristics and 
functionalities can be achieved by implementing comprehensive FB adapters and robust 
function blocks with complex business logic. 
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